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Comfort pf strangets
While I’m having my black coffee (latté i don’t)
El Jazeera and BBC and Paris 2
the war in Yemen is taking already the extraordinary proportions
the parakeets still sick but one of them is getting better
Dan’s depression is not getting an inch better despite the
antidepressants he’s been munching like bonbons
My son has stopped drugs and alcohol and is studying hard for his
biology exams
all the bills are more or less paid
New royal prince is being crowned in Rhyad
My friend Dragana looks really pretty on MJL photo and i encourage him
to make his advances
I have to send in all my students grades by 3pm this afternoon
MJL is still very brilliant, now he came with this AKA name for me KIT
(once a kit always a kit)AKA
and even more brilliant analysis of the word CAD
before I move into my everinteresting world of translations, reading
articles, giving grades, writing a commentary on Kantor,
I’d like to tell you Marc James Leger, you are really a great person!!
Lovely, devoted and sensitive!! I bet you are one of the most sensitive
people I met on planet Earth, and perhaps the most sensitive on our very
private planet of Venus...
Keep on breathing and walking through this cold spring (is it cold in MTL
now?)
and ... errr.. until I hear from you, which is always for me a rare
pleasure...
let us not take measures now
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx yr ontological KITakaNina zee